Anti Christ`s Lewd Hat Protestants Papists Players
book reviews 673 - jstor - the antichrist’s lewd hat: protestants, papists, and players in post-reformation
england. by peter lake. new haven, conn.: yale university press, 2002. pp. xxxiv 731. $45.00. it is never easy
doing justice to collections of essays in a short review. nicholas ty-acke’s volume is a straightforward reprint of
twelve of his pieces that have ... the turn to religion in early modern english studies - martinsvianna
dossiÊs e resenhas de obras, 2004 1 the turn to religion in early modern english studies* by ken jackson ,
arthur f. marotti the media players - muse.jhu - 122 • notes to pages 3–12 5. see alden t. vaughan, “william
strachey’s ‘true reportory’ and shakespeare: a closer look at the evidence,” shakespeare quarterly 59, no. 3
(2008): 245–73. 6. a notable example along similar lines is the plantation of virginia (1623), an anonymous,
lost play that may have dramatized the massacre of virginian colonists review freya sierhuis, the
literature of the arminian ... - reformation england in the antichrist’s lewd hat.1 her book self-consciously
presents itself as a contribution to writing what lake has called ‘a new cultural history with the politics put back
in’ for the early modern netherlands (8). rejecting inherited polarities between the describing popularity in
early modern england - jstor - in early modern europe (london, );peter lake with michael questier, the
antichrist’s lewd hat: protestants,papists,and players in post-reformation england (new haven,conn., );peter
lake and michael questier,“puritans,papists,and the ‘public sphere’in early modern england:the edmund
abstract title: the tudor antichrists, 1485-1603 - perception of them; in the antichrist’s lewd hat , lake
and questier argue that familiar binaries of “order and disorder, vice and virtue, and christ and antichrist”
frame depictions of evil in elizabethan and early stuart cheap print, pamphlets, sermons, and drama (xxvi). in
other words, parker, lake, and 2010 graduate history conference - lsu - dr lake's most recent publications
include the antichrist's lewd hat and the boxmaker's revenge. one of his current projects includes a book on
shakespeare's histories from which this lecture talk is taken. popularity in early modern england - saa
seminar: “popularity in early modern england” abstracts diana barnes university of queensland public
consumption and contestation of news in ben jonson’s the staple of news over the first half of the seventeenth
century news conveyed in ephemeral popular print j.pmmerville - university of wisconsin–madison - lake
& m.questier, the antichrist's lewd hat, yup 2002 39. kenneth fincham, the early stuart church, 1603-1642
stanford university press, 1993 . 40. michael c. questier, ed., conversion, politics and religion in england,
1580-1625 cup 1996 xi: economic history: agriculture and population . the cambridge companion to
puritanism - assets - the cambridge companion to puritanism ‘puritan’ was originally a term of contempt,
and ‘puritanism’ has often been stereotyped by critics and admirers alike. as a distinctive and particularly
intense variety of early modern reformed protestantism, it was a product of acute tensions within the postreformation church of england. university of georgia at oxford - p. lake, the antichrist’s lewd hat:
protestants, papists and players in post reformation england (2002) questions for sources . what was the
nature of the puritan critique of the established church? (group 1, item 1) what was the content of puritan
theology? (group 2, items 2, 5, 6)
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